
Pro R & Turbo R Front Shock Tuning Fork

Simply put it the RPM tuning fork’s O.D. is larger than the stock springs I.D. so the springs 
must be installed before the fork.

These instructions are for installing the RPM Tuning Fork only BUT a quick run down to
removing the front socks is the following

#1 Remove the wheel
#2 Remove the upper ball joint bolt and separate
#3 Remove the brake line bracket ( QTY2 8mm bolts )
#4 If you have a dynamix unplug the two connectors
#5 Loosen the upper and lower shock bolts, remove the lower first, then the top
#6 Separate the a-arms to gain clearance, the shocks WILL be a tight fit but does come out. 
Try not to bang them up, work slow.

For the RPM Tuning Fork
● To Simply put it the RPM tuning fork’s O.D. is larger than the stock springs I.D. so the 

springs must be installed before the fork.
● You will need a vise. Either soft jaw or pipe clamp. We do not recommend using diamond

or knurled jaws as they can damage the shaft.

#1 Using a flat head, move the rubber shock bump upward out of the way and heat the stock
tuning fork to loosen the loctite.



#2 To remove the shock fork, use a centering bar in the holes and simply loosen. A quick tap
with a hammer against the center bar while pushing to loosen will shock it loose usually.

#3 Measure & record the distance between the bottom of the upper shock body to the top or
bottom of the adjuster nut. Remove factory springs and spacer. Loosen the upper shock
adjuster nut completely, adding a lubricant makes life easier when spinning these.



#4 Reinstall springs, and apply loctite ( red ) to the threads.



#5 Instal the RPM tuning fork. Again once snug, a sharp tap to the centering bar through the 
holes is best to fully tighten the tuning fork on the shaft.
#5 Re-adjust the spring adjuster nut to the measurements taken earlier.



#6 Re-align the spring between the plastic spacer so that the ends of the spring are 180* across
from each other.



#7 Install spring retainer cup, cut out for retainer faces toward the differential upon re-installation

#8 Realign upper shock mount and lower tuning fork mount as close to factory position before
installation. This will help aligning the bolt and holes for the shock bolts easier.




